Utilities Technology Forum
February 13-16, 2022
Silver Legacy Resort Casino
Reno, NV
Meeting Agenda – all times listed are Pacific Time Zone
Sunday, February 13th
3pm

Big Game Party

Monday, February 14th
8:00AM

Registration & Breakfast

9:00 – 9:15AM

Welcome Remarks

9:15 – 9:45AM

UTC Leadership & Advocacy Update

Presented by:

Paul Lambert, UTC Board Chair, East River Electric Cooperative
Sheryl Riggs, President & CEO – UTC
Brett Kilbourne, VP of Policy & General Counsel – UTC
Regional Chairs TBD

9:45 – 10:45AM

State of the Union Utility Presentations

Presented by:

Various Utilities Representatives TBD

10:45 – 11:15AM

Networking Break

11:15 – 12:15PM

Why Open access, Middle mile broadband networks?

This session discusses why an open-access, middle mile broadband offering is a great opportunity for an
Investor-Owned Utility (IOU) to utilize their fiber assets to increase grid reliability for their customers
while facilitating broadband in underserved areas. Having an open-access, middle mile broadband
initiative is a way to encourage fair competition, reduce the cost for last mile providers, and to give
them access to new customers. Meanwhile, this gives the IOU access to new revenue streams in a
steady and scalable manner while offering a higher return on investment of their assets. There are
different broadband business models an IOU can explore, and all forms can be built to support grid
reliability, and serve multiple customer bases and their broadband needs.
Session Goals:
•
•
•

Learn why Investor-owned utilities are in the unique position to explore open-access middle
mile networks
Learn the advantages and challenges of different forms of networks
Discuss key technology considerations to successfully optimize cost, truck rolls, and other
benefits for the utility and customers

Speaker:

Ryan Smith, Head of Business Development – U-Telco

12:15 – 1:45PM

Networking Lunch – Silver Baron Ballroom on the lobby level
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1:45 – 2:45PM

Tower Siting

Speaker:

Chelle Eishens, VIKOR

2:45 – 3:15PM

Networking Break

3:15 – 4:15PM

ICS Security – DER and Generation

4:30 – 6:30PM

Exhibit Hall Grand Opening Reception

Tuesday, February 15th
7:00AM

Registration & Breakfast

8:00 – 10:00AM

Training Session TBD

10:00 – 10:15AM

Networking Break

10:15 – 11:15AM

Individual Regional Meetings

11:15AM – 12:00PM

Combined Regional Meeting

12:00 – 2:00PM

Networking lunch & Exclusive Exhibit Time

2:00 – 3:00PM

Telecom System CMDB

3:00 – 3:30PM

Networking Break

3:00 – 4:00PM

Look Out for Those Trees: When RF Modeling Meets the Real-world

Do you have accurate tower documentation for your utility’s radio systems? If you are
looking for ways to collect precise information without climbing your towers, one way to
capture information as efficiently as possible while on-site is to use 3D ground-based LiDAR
scanning of equipment rooms and outdoor structures. Working alongside a confidential
client, Burns & McDonnell provided 3D models of communication towers and equipment
utilizing LiDAR and photo technology. Not only was this technology used to provide detailed
documentation, but LiDAR scans were also used to analyze the path performance of a
failing microwave link which theoretically worked in RF models. In this session, the tools and
processes used throughout this project will be demonstrated, and the potential use cases of
these new technologies will be discussed.
Speakers:

Corey McMahon, Project Manager - Burns & McDonnell
Grace Jensen, Assistant Electrical Engineer - Burns & McDonnell
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5:00 – 7:00PM

Networking Reception at Top Golf on the Lobby Level

Wednesday, February 16th
7:00AM

Breakfast

8:00 – 9:00AM

Communications Options for Last-Mile/Hard to Reach Facilities

Most utilities today have higher capacity networks, but the challenge has always been stranded
assets that are difficult to reach. There are several ways to connect difficult to reach facilities
using wireless, broad band power line carrier, fiber, and leased facilities. We will discuss pros
and cons of some of the choices.
9:00 – 10:00AM

Building Cost-Effective Multi-Service Broadband Networks

We will explore the critical elements of a broadband network and how they are employed to
support a diverse and rapidly growing user base. New technologies make it possible to keep
initial costs low while enabling scalability when the need arises in the future, avoiding
expensive forklift upgrades and maintenance outages.
Speaker:

Jack Breeding, Business Unit Leader, Rural Markets – Ribbon

10:00 – 10:30AM

Networking Break

10:30 – 11:30AM

C37.94 Pseudo-wire for protective relaying circuits over packet
network

The migration of real-time mission-critical applications such as protective relaying, to a packetbased network poses many challenges when it comes to deterministic performance and
reliability. Transporting that communications channel using a C37.94 protocol over an IP
network can be successful provided the right technology and implementation is carried out.
This presentation will focus on the advantages and disadvantages, as well as the requirements
and available technologies that support successful deployment of C37.94 over IP network for
protective relaying applications. The presentation strives to explain the relationship between
bandwidth and latency, the importance of timing synchronization, guaranteed service, and preproduction testing in order to have a successful deployment, avoiding any shortcomings.
Furthermore, the presentation analyzes the most suitable transport technologies (MPLS vs
MPLS-TP vs Carrier-grade Ethernet) for relaying.
Speaker:

Emmanuel Duvelson, Product Manager, RFL™ Products – Hubbell
Power Systems

11:30AM – 12:00PM

Roundtable, Prize Drawings & Wrap-Up
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